Multi/Translingual Writing

A Song for Carrying Water: and other stories from Somalia
FWWC/01 NW 03

Another Province: new Chinese writing from London
FWWC/08 L 07

Changed Destinies: memoirs of the Spanish community in London
FWWC/08 L 10

Circling Awhile
FWWC/08 L 08

Daughters of the East
The Common Trust, 1990. Urdu/English
FWWC/02 NE 01

Dreams into Words: The Cleveland Writers' Project
FWWC/02 NE 01

Flame: a collection of poetry by Asian writers in English and Urdu
FWWC/01 NW 07

Home to Home: Reminiscences of Bangladeshi Women in Sheffield
FWWC/03 Y 12

Hum Log: Stories of Oldham’s Asian Communities
FWWC/01 NW 07

Just For Five Years? Reminiscences of Pakistani Senior Citizens in Sheffield
FWWC/03 Y 12

L’atelier typographique et pedagogique de Creafi
Bernard Lecointe. CREAfi, no date. French.
FWWC/12 E 01

Mediatec Magazine (multiple)
FWWC/12 SE 02

My Deaf Son
FWWC/01 NW 03

Night Out
FWWC/08 L 08

Oceans Apart
FWWC/01 NW 03
Passport to Exile: the Polish Way to London
FWWCP/08 L 12

Poetry in Text and Braille: A Crocus Selection
Poetry in Text and Braille: A Crocus Selection
FWWCP/01 NW 07

Ri na Sioga
FWWCP/08 L 13

Rencontres et ateliers/ meetings and workshops
FWWCP/12 E 01

Sonnets Under Full Moon
FWWCP/08 L 08

Turkish Education Group Annual Report
FWWCP/08 L 07

Who Cares? Reminiscences of Yemeni Carers in Sheffield
FWWCP/03 Y 12